GOING ELECTRIC

JULY 30TH 2023
10AM - 4PM
ISLE OF WIGHT COLLEGE,
NEWPORT PO30 5TA

FREE ENTRY & PARKING

40 EXHIBITION & DISPLAY STANDS

The Island’s Largest Ever
ELECTRIC TRANSPORT & GREEN TECHNOLOGY SHOW

Organised by: Wight Community Energy
Main Sponsor: wightfibre
Supported by: power to change, RIDGE, RIDGE, ROLLING 31
The Island’s Largest Ever
ELECTRIC TRANSPORT & GREEN TECHNOLOGY SHOW

Going Electric is dedicated to showcasing electric transport in all its forms - not just Electric Vehicles (EVs), but vans, bikes, mobility, charging infrastructure and visions of the future. Plus ‘Meet the Owners’ area and talks in the Seminar Room from leading experts on many aspects of the electric transport revolution.

SO MUCH TO SEE AND DO AT GOING ELECTRIC

40 Exhibition Stands and Display Areas

The Island’s EV Motor Show
All the Island’s leading main dealers.

e.Bikes
The latest e.Bikes on display where you can also test ride an e.Bike in our dedicated Bike Zone Test Area.

Charge Points
The latest in EV charge points for home and business.

Meet the Owners
A dedicated area providing the perfect opportunity to meet EV owners and ask questions about their day-to-day use of EV’s and how they fit into their lives. Curated by PC Consultants.

Around the Home
Meet renewable installers and discover the latest products to generate electricity from your own rooftop and garden.

Expert Talks
Talks from leading experts in the seminar room will look at how to select the EV that’s right for you, vehicle charging, e.transport innovations. Electrification and energy saving around the home plus a deep dive into our sustainable future. Our talks are sponsored by Red Funnel.

Marine
See the latest innovations in marine technology, from electric outboard motors through to full electric boat engine conversions.

Please comment on social media about your visit to Going Electric

@WCEnergy
@WightCommunityEnergy
/wight-community-energy

Vehicles are left at the owners risk. The organisers have no responsibility for any lost items or the accuracy of any information provided by contributors to the event. By attending you accept that you may be photographed and agree to allow this to be used for any legitimate purpose in connection with the event.
Take a seat in the Seminar Room for talks from leading experts offering fascinating insights into important sustainability topics. Hear about the latest developments in three key areas. With the opportunity to ask questions during Q&A sessions.

**Electric Transport**
11am – 12 noon
Hear common misconceptions dispelled about EV ownership, how cargo bikes can save huge amounts of energy and learn surprising facts about charging.

“Could electric cargo bikes be the future of delivery?”
Matthew Whittaker
KEERT

“10 most important things to know about home and business EV charging”
David Thornton
EV EXPRESS

“I can’t drive an EV because…”
Paul Thorley
VEHICLE CONSULTING

**Home Electric Innovation**
12:30pm – 1:30pm
Our homes need electrification, and we all want to save money on our bills! Find out how to reach those goals with these three expert talks.

“My experience integrating solar + battery + EV. Does it work?”
Andrew Nordbruch
WIGHT COMPUTERS

“Your roof is not the only place for solar – other PV options”
Melissa Briggs
BEE SOLAR TECH

“How to get free insulation, heating and renewables”
Vince Ward
FUTURE ISLE OF WIGHT

**The Big Picture**
2pm – 3pm
What can we expect in the coming years? And what role can everyone play in transitioning to a cleaner greener future? Find out from these expert speakers.

“Activating the Isle of Wight’s Mission Zero strategy”
Nora Clinton
TOGETHER FOR MISSION ZERO

“Hydrogen: where does it fit in a green energy mix?”
Colin Palmer
WIGHT COMMUNITY ENERGY

Matt Greg
MISSION ZERO BUSINESS HUB

“‘The Future of Energy’
Dr. Adrian Gill
VESTAS BLADES

**WIN A FREE DAY RETURN FERRY TRAVEL**
Take part in our free prize draw to win a free day return travel for you, your car and passengers courtesy of our talk sessions sponsors Red Funnel.

To enter simply register when you go into the Seminar Room. The winner will be drawn towards the end of the event and notified by e-mail or phone.